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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | iv

Documentation Conventions | iv

Documentation Feedback | vii

Requesting Technical Support | vii

This document describes how to build cost-efficient and self-driving network solutions for remote offices.
It shows how to set up primaryWAN and backup LTE connections on SRX Series Services Gateways. You
use these connections to provide wired and wireless Internet and Intranet access to employees on-site,
as well as wireless Internet access to guest devices.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page v defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page v defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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About This Network Configuration Example

This Network Configuration Example (NCE) describes how to setup application affinity to primary and
secondary wired links on branch SRX Series Services Gateways. If the performance of the primary link
drops below the acceptable levels as specified by the SLA, traffic switches to the secondary link. When
both the primary and secondary links fail, an additional backup LTE connection restores the Internet
connection using the cellular wireless network.

The benefits of this use case include optimized quality of experience in a cost-efficient setup.

Use Case Overview

The proliferation of 4G LTE cellular networks, the decreased form factor, and the cost of LTE-capable
devices are important factors for rapid deployment of new branch offices. LTE networks enable broadband
access to the Internet and help you avoid the cost of building redundant physical infrastructure at remote
office sites. You can leverage the connectivity through 4G cellular networks as backup lines for the locations
that are already equipped with primary wired connections.

Enterprise networks are adopting the software-defined WAN (SD-WAN) technology for business agility
and responsiveness to keep up with IT innovations. Financial and operational benefits of SD-WAN include
lower WAN operational expenditures (OpEx), lower capital expenditures (CapEx), and automated
provisioning. You can use SD-WAN to optimize application experiences and network performance by
prioritizing business-critical applications over the links that provide guaranteed Quality-of-service (QoS).

You can combine the next-generation firewall capabilities of the SRX Series device, advanced SD-WAN
capabilities, and 4G LTE for wireless connectivity as backup connection, to build a cost-efficient, self-driving
networking solution for remote offices.

Figure 1 on page 11 shows a typical setup of a branch office.
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Figure 1: Branch Office with Redundant Internet Connectivity
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A typical branch office has three independent connections to the Internet.

• Wired connection that provides link to HQwith guaranteed QoS. This link is often provided over MPLS.

• Local broadband Internet access

• Wireless connection with either 2G, 3G, or 4G LTE.

The connections terminate on the SRX Series device. The SRX Series device provides next-generation
firewall (NGFW) capabilities along with wired and wireless services to employees on-site that include:

• SD-driven access to the Internet

• NGFW:

• Antivirus protection

• Enhanced web filtering

• Intrusion prevention system

• Advanced application visibility and control

ApplicationQuality of Experience (AppQoE)QoEmonitors the performance of business- critical applications,
and based on the score, selects the best possible link for that application traffic in order tomeet performance
requirements specified as in SLA (service-level agreement). AppQoE utilizes the capabilities of two
application security services - application identification (AppID) and advanced policy-based routing (APBR).
It uses AppID to identify specific applications in your network and advanced policy-based routing (APBR)
to specify a path for certain traffic by associating SLA profiles to a routing instance onwhich the application
traffic is sent as per APBR rules.

The throughput capacity of the three Internet links is often not equal. The primary link (MPLS) provides a
lower throughput at a guaranteed-quality of service (QoS) compared to the broadband Internet link. The
LTE link delivers lower throughput compared to the broadband Internet connection, but it does not meet
the guaranteed QoS of the MPLS link. The LTE link is used only when the primary link is unavailable.
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Because of the different capacities and guaranteed-QoS requirement, you need to prioritize business-critical
applications over the rest of the traffic when the primary link fails. Noncritical applications can use the
spare throughput capacity; therefore, you can rate limit the standby link to lessen their impact on prioritized
traffic.

You can configure LTE as a backup link and use only when both primary and secondary links are down or
unavailable.

This use case offers the following benefits:

• The SRX Series devices mitigates the risks of oversubscription for costly links that provide guaranteed
quality of service and routes the non-business-critical applications through inexpensive Internet access
circuits.

• AppQoE feature ensures that the approved traffic receives the appropriate priority, and bandwidth
required to ensure the best quality of experience to the user enabling users to focus on their core business
rather than dealing with routing and switching.

• Integrated LTE capabilities provide additional guarantees for the business continuity even when the
other links prove unreliable.

Configuration of the MPLS link and WAN technology, which is similar to Asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL), very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL), and T1/E1, are beyond the scope of this
document.

Configure a WAN Link with LTE Backup in
Active/Active Mode to the Internet

IN THIS SECTION

Requirements | 13

Overview | 13

Configuration | 16

Validation | 28

This example shows how to configure aWAN link with LTE backup in Active/Active setup on the SRX300
line of devices or SRX550M.
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Requirements

This example the following hardware and software components:

• One SRX300 Series device (SRX320, SRX340, SRX345, SRX380) or SRX550M

• One LTE Mini-PIM for SRX300 Series

• One SIM card with subscription for data services

• Junos OS 19.4R1 or later

We’ve tested this configuration on an SRX320 device with Junos OS 19.4R1.

Overview

In this example, we are setting up a branch SRX320 Series device to provide awired and awireless Internet
and Intranet access to the employees on-site.We are also providing a wireless Internet access to the guest
devices. The primary link connectivity is provided throughMPLS. The broadband Internet access is through
Ethernet and the backup connectivity is through an LTE network. The two links are configured in
Active/Active mode; no traffic is routed through the LTE modem, unless both primary and secondary links
are down.

We are using the topology shown in Figure 2 on page 13 for this example.

Figure 2: Branch Office with Redundant Internet Connectivity Example
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In the topology:

• The LTE Mini-PIM is installed in slot 1 of the SRX Series device.

• The SIM card is installed in slot 1 of the LTE Mini-PIM.
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• The primary MPLS link is connected to the interface ge-0/0/6.

• The broadband Internet link is connected to the interface ge-0/0/7.

• The interface cl-1/0/0 identifies the modem Mini-PIM.

• The link over the cellular network terminates on interface dl0.0.

• The wired ports ge-0/0/6 and ge-0/0/7 receive their IP address, network mask, and default gateway
through DHCP.

• The LTE interfaces (cl-1/0/0 and dl0.0) receive IP address, networkmask, default gateway by the cellular
service provider.

In this example, we are using two security zones untrust and trust configured on the SRX320 device. The
separation of the interfaces into security zones enables the separation of traffic and mitigates the risks
the corporate Intranet is exposed to. Security zones also let you achieve clear and simplified implementation
of security policies. The untrust zone hosts interfaces that have access to the Internet. The internal interfaces
in the corporate Intranet are in the trust zone. See Figure 3 on page 14 and Table 3 on page 14 to
understand the interfaces, security zones, and security policy configuration.

Figure 3 on page 14 shows the interfaces in each security zone.

Figure 3: Security Zones
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Table 3 on page 14 shows the desired behavior of the security policies for the traffic between the zones.

Table 3: Security Policies by Zone

Security Policy Behavior to Allow TrafficTo ZoneFrom Zone

YesTrustTrust

NoUntrustUntrust

YesUntrustTrust

Trust-initiated only.

Allow traffic initiated in the trust zone and the return
traffic.

TrustUntrust
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Table 4 on page 15 summarizes the VLAN information and the IP address information for the interfaces.

Table 4: Interfaces Configuration Details

Network MaskIP AddressVLANInterface

-DHCP-dl0.0

255.255.255.0DHCPge-0/0/6

-DHCP-ge-0/0/7

255.255.255.0192.168.1.13irb.0

Let’s consider the applications in Table 5 on page 15. For illustrative purpose, lets assume that Office365,
Salesforce and Zoom applications are business-critical, we’ll route them through the MPLS link
predominantly. We are prioritizing these applications over the LTE link as well. The remaining applications
will use broadband Internet access link. We are reserving LTE backup link for only business-critical
applications. As a result, noncritical applications are inaccessible when the LTE connection is the only
connection available.

Table 5: Priorities for the Applications

Critical
Application?Secondary LinkPrimary LinkApplications

YesBroadband InternetMPLSOffice365

YesBroadband InternetMPLSSalesforce

YesBroadband InternetMPLSZoom

NoMPLSBroadband InternetSlack

NoMPLSBroadband InternetGoToMeeting

NoMPLSBroadband InternetDropbox

NoMPLSBroadband InternetSkype

NoMPLSBroadband InternetYoutube
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Configuration

Step-by-Step Procedure
The steps in this configuration example are logically build from the lower layers to the upper layers.

1. Set the Access Point Name (APN) for the SIM in the modem (LTE-MPIM).

user@host>
request modem wireless create-profile profile-id 10 access-point-name broadband cl-1/0/0 slot 1

2. Create a common VLAN for the LAN segment of the network. In this example we use VLAN ID 3 and
call it vlan-trust.

user@host#
set vlans vlan-trust vlan-id 3
set vlans vlan-trust l3-interface irb.0

3. Define AppQoS rules and application match criteria.

set class-of-service application-traffic-control rule-sets critical_app_rs rule 1 match application-any
set class-of-service application-traffic-control rule-sets critical_app_rs rule 1 then log

4. Create a security policy to allow traffic between the trust zone and untrust zone. Make sure to include
the desired network segments and applications in the policy.

set security policies from-zone trust to-zone untrust policy allow-in-zone match source-address
192.168.1.0/24

set security policies from-zone trust to-zone untrust policy allow-in-zone match destination-address any
set security policies from-zone trust to-zone untrust policy allow-in-zone match application any
set security policies from-zone trust to-zone untrust policy allow-in-zone then permit application-services
application-traffic-control rule-set critical_app_rs

5. Create a security policy to allow traffic between devices in the trust zone. Make sure to include the
desired network segments and applications in the policy.

set security policies from-zone trust to-zone trust policy allow-in-zonematch source-address 192.168.1.0/24
set security policies from-zone trust to-zone trust policy allow-in-zone match destination-address
192.168.1.0/24

set security policies from-zone trust to-zone trust policy allow-in-zone match application any
set security policies from-zone trust to-zone trust policy allow-in-zone then permit
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6. Create a unique DHCP server group for the devices that are connected on the LAN segment.

set system services dhcp-local-server group jdhcp -group interface irb.0

7. Create a pool of IP addresses to be assigned to devices in the LAN segment. For this pool of IP addresses,
specify the lowest and the highest IP address, the IP address for the DNS servers, and the IP address
of the default gateway (irb.0 interface).The default gateway is usually the irb.0 interface.

set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet network 192.168.1.0/24
set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet range junosRange low 192.168.1.10
set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet range junosRange high 192.168.1.240
set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet dhcp-attributes name-server 8.8.8.8
set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet dhcp-attributes name-server 1.1.1.1
set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet dhcp-attributes propagate-settings ge-0/0/7
set access address-assignment pool junosDHCPPool family inet dhcp-attributes router 192.168.1.1

8. Create source NAT to apply NAT to devices in the trust zone to the outer interface.

set security nat source rule-set trust-to-untrust from zone trust
set security nat source rule-set trust-to-untrust to zone untrust
set security nat source rule-set trust-to-untrust rule source-nat-rule match source-address 192.168.1.0/24
set security nat source rule-set trust-to-untrust rule r1 then source-nat interface

9. Configure the interface for the primary Internet link. Set the interface to obtain configuration over
DHCP protocol.

set interfaces ge-0/0/7 unit 0 description "WAN Interface 1 - Primary"
set interfaces ge-0/0/7 unit 0 family inet dhcp vendor-id Juniper-srx320

10.Configure the LTE-MPIM interface. Ensure that the SIM slot, which contains the SIM card, is set to
active.

set interfaces cl-1/0/0 description “WAN Interfaces 2 – Backup”
set interfaces cl-1/0/0 dialer-options pool 1 priority 100
set interfaces cl-1/0/0 act-sim 1
set interfaces cl-1/0/0 cellular-options sim 1 radio-access automatic

11.Configure the dialer interface.
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set interfaces dl0 unit 0 family inet negotiate-address
set interfaces dl0 unit 0 family inet6 negotiate-address
set interfaces dl0 unit 0 dialer-options pool 1
set interfaces dl0 unit 0 dialer-options dial-string "*99#"

12.Configure the LAN interfaces ge-0/0/0, ge-0/0/1, and the other interfaces as switching interfaces in
the trust VLAN. The trust VLAN effectively add the interfaces to the trust zone. We are showing
configuration for one interface. Repeat the same steps to configure all LAN segment interfaces.

set interface ge-0/0/0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members vlan-trust

13.Allow the necessary protocols in the trust zone. This step ensures proper operation of the LAN segment
of the network.

set security zones security-zone trust host-inbound-traffic system-services all
set security zones security-zone trust host-inbound-traffic protocols all
set security zones security-zone trust interfaces irb.0

14.Allow the necessary protocols in the untrust zone.

set security zones security-zone untrust screen untrust-screen
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces ge-0/0/7.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services dhcp
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces ge-0/0/7.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services tftp
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces ge-0/0/7.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services netconf
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces ge-0/0/6.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services dhcp
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces ge-0/0/6.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services tftp
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces ge-0/0/6.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services netconf
set security zones security-zone untrust interfaces dl0.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services tftp

15.Create time-performance monitoring probes for each application and each link specified in
Table 5 on page 15.

In this step, we are setting probe type as icmp-ping to the Office365 application. Office365 uses the
MPLS link. This probe test probes the connectivity to the IP address 40.97.223.114, which is used by
Office365. The probe test runs 5 times, 6 seconds apart. The expected thresholds that should not be
violated are loss of 5 successive tests and/or return transmit time (RTT) of 300000 microseconds. The
IP address of the gateway on interface ge-0/0/6 is 192.168.220.1

set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary target address 40.97.223.114
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set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary probe-interval 6
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary rtt 300000
set services rpmprobe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_primary test office365_test_primary next-hop 192.168.220.1

16.Create the second probe for the same application. Be sure to use the secondary interface details for
this application. The IP address of the default gateway on the broadband Internet link is 10.10.10.1.

set services rpm probe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpmprobeoffice365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary target address 40.97.223.114
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary probe-interval 6
set services rpmprobe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss
5

set services rpm probe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary rtt 300000
set services rpm probe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary destination-interface
ge-0/0/7.0

set services rpm probe office365_rpm_secondary test office365_test_secondary next-hop 10.10.10.1

17.Create two probes for the Skype application.

In this step, we are setting a shorter probe interval of 1 second, and a shorter RTT of 60000
microseconds. This configuration reflects the higher link guarantees for the application. Note that the
interface for the primary probe is ge-0/0/7 and the IP address to be probed is different, compared to
Office365. The IP addresses used in this step are the target addresses that we use for our probes. That
is, each of the target addresses belongs to the application, for which we’ve created the probe.

set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary target address 13.107.8.2
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/7.0
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_primary test skype_test_primary next-hop 10.10.10.1
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary target address 13.107.8.2
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss 5
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set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary destination-interface ge-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe skype_rpm_secondary test skype_test_secondary next-hop 192.168.220.1

18.Configure the probes for the remaining applications using the same pattern.

set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary target address 96.43.144.26
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary probe-interval 6
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary rtt 300000
set services rpmprobe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_primary test salesforce_test_primary next-hop 192.168.220.1
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpmprobe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary target address 96.43.144.26
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary probe-interval 6
set services rpmprobe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss
5

set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary rtt 300000
set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary destination-interface
ge-0/0/7.0

set services rpm probe salesforce_rpm_secondary test salesforce_test_secondary next-hop 10.10.10.1
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary target address 162.125.248.1
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary rtt 200000
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/7.0
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_primary test dropbox_test_primary next-hop 10.10.10.1
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpmprobe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary target address 162.125.248.1
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary rtt 200000
set services rpmprobedropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondarydestination-interfacege-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe dropbox_rpm_secondary test dropbox_test_secondary next-hop 192.168.220.1
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary target address 3.80.20.128
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary probe-count 5
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set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_primary test zoom_test_primary next-hop 192.168.220.1
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary target address 3.80.20.128
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary destination-interface ge-0/0/7.0
set services rpm probe zoom_rpm_secondary test zoom_test_secondary next-hop 10.10.10.1
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary target address
216.115.208.241

set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary probe-interval 1
set services rpmprobe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary thresholds successive-loss
5

set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary destination-interface
ge-0/0/7.0

set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary test gotomeeting_test_primary next-hop 10.10.10.1
set services rpmprobe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary target address
216.115.208.241

set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary thresholds
successive-loss 5

set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary rtt 60000
set services rpmprobe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary destination-interface
ge-0/0/6.0

set services rpm probe gotomeeting_rpm_secondary test gotomeeting_test_secondary next-hop
192.168.220.1

set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary probe-type http-get
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary target url https://youtube.com
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary probe-interval 10
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary rtt 150000
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/7.0
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_primary test youtube_test_primary next-hop 10.10.10.1
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set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary probe-type http-get
set services rpmprobe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary target url https://youtube.com
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary probe-interval 10
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary rtt 150000
set services rpmprobeyoutube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondarydestination-interfacege-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe youtube_rpm_secondary test youtube_test_secondary next-hop 192.168.220.1
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary target address 216.115.208.241
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary destination-interface ge-0/0/7.0
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_primary test slack_test_primary next-hop 10.10.10.1
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary probe-type icmp-ping
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary target address 216.115.208.241
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary probe-count 5
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary probe-interval 1
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary thresholds successive-loss 5
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary rtt 60000
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary destination-interface ge-0/0/6.0
set services rpm probe slack_rpm_secondary test slack_test_secondary next-hop 192.168.220.1

19.Create a routing instance for each application. Ensure that the route over the primary link for that
application has a lower preference value, compared to the other links. Lower preference value makes
the route more preferred. Ensure that the business-critical applications use the LTE backup interface.

In this step, we are configuring the routing instance for the Office365 application. The primary link is
the MPLS link. Setting a preference value of 10 to the gateway of this link makes it the most preferred
route. Preference value of 20 for the gateway of the broadband Internet link makes it the second best
preferred option. The LTE backup link has a preference value of 30 and is the least preferred option.

set routing-instances office365_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances office365_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop192.168.220.1
preference 10

set routing-instances office365_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 20

set routing-instances office365_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop dl0.0
set routing-instances office365_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 preference 30
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20.Configure the routing instances for the remaining applications using the same pattern as in the previous
step.

set routing-instances skype_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances skype_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 10

set routing-instances skype_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 192.168.220.1
preference 20

set routing-instances salesforce_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances salesforce_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop192.168.220.1
preference 10

set routing-instances salesforce_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 20

set routing-instances salesforce_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop dl0.0
preference 30

set routing-instances dropbox_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances dropbox_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 10

set routing-instances dropbox_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 192.168.220.1
preference 20

set routing-instances slack_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances slack_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 10

set routing-instances slack_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 192.168.220.1
preference 20

set routing-instances zoom_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances zoom_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 192.168.220.1
preference 10

set routing-instances zoom_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 20

set routing-instances zoom_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop dl0.0 preference
30

set routing-instances gotomeeting_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances gotomeeting_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 10

set routing-instances gotomeeting_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop
192.168.220.1 preference 20

set routing-instances youtube_RInstance instance-type forwarding
set routing-instances youtube_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 10.10.10.1
preference 10

set routing-instances youtube_RInstance routing-options static route 0/0 qualified-next-hop 192.168.220.1
preference 20
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21.Configure IP monitoring policies for all applications. The goal of the policies is to change the metric of
routes that are created in the routing instances from the previous step. The policies are created on a
per-probe basis.

In this step, we are creating an IP monitoring policy for office365 application. We have configured two
probes and therefore created two policies—one for each probe. When the probed link deviates from
the allowed thresholds, the policy changes the preference of the routes in order to reroute the application
traffic over the other link . The policy decreases the metric for the second best link to 2.

Example: When the probe identifies that the primary link (MPLS) for Office35 does not meet the
requirements for RTT and packet loss, the policy allows the gateway for the broadband Internet link
to have a metric of 2. Note that the policy changes the metric for the second best route.

set services ip-monitoring policy office365_ipm_primary match rpm-probe office365_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy office365_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
office365_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy office365_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
office365_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

22.Configure the IP monitoring policy for the secondary probe for Office365. The next-hop address is the
primary MPLS link.

set services ip-monitoring policy office365_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe office365_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy office365_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
office365_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy office365_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
office365_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

23.Configure IP monitoring policy for the remaining applications following the similar pattern as done in
previous two steps.

set services ip-monitoring policy skype_ipm_primary match rpm-probe skype_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy skype_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances skype_RInstance
route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy skype_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances skype_RInstance
route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy skype_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe skype_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy skype_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
skype_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy skype_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
skype_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy salesforce_ipm_primary match rpm-probe salesforce_rpm_primary
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set services ip-monitoring policy salesforce_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
salesforce_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy salesforce_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
salesforce_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy salesforce_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe salesforce_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy salesforce_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
salesforce_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy salesforce_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
salesforce_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy dropbox_ipm_primary match rpm-probe dropbox_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy dropbox_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
dropbox_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy dropbox_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
dropbox_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy dropbox_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe dropbox_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy dropbox_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
dropbox_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy dropbox_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
dropbox_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy slack_ipm_primary match rpm-probe slack_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy slack_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances slack_RInstance
route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy slack_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances slack_RInstance
route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy slack_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe slack_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy slack_ipm_ secondary thenpreferred-route routing-instances slack_RInstance
route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy slack_ipm_ secondary thenpreferred-route routing-instances slack_RInstance
route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy zoom_ipm_primary match rpm-probe zoom_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy zoom_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances zoom_RInstance
route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy zoom_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances zoom_RInstance
route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy zoom_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe zoom_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy zoom_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
zoom_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy zoom_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
zoom_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy gotomeeting_ipm_primary match rpm-probe gotomeeting_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy gotomeeting_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
gotomeeting_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy gotomeeting_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
gotomeeting_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2
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set services ip-monitoringpolicy gotomeeting_ipm_secondarymatch rpm-probegotomeeting_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy gotomeeting_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
gotomeeting_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy gotomeeting_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
gotomeeting_RInstance route 0/ preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy youtube_ipm_primary match rpm-probe youtube_rpm_primary
set services ip-monitoring policy youtube_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
youtube_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 192.168.220.1

set services ip-monitoring policy youtube_ipm_primary then preferred-route routing-instances
youtube_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

set services ip-monitoring policy youtube_ipm_secondary match rpm-probe youtube_rpm_ secondary
set services ip-monitoring policy youtube_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
youtube_RInstance route 0/0 next-hop 10.10.10.1

set services ip-monitoring policy youtube_ipm_ secondary then preferred-route routing-instances
youtube_RInstance route 0/0 preferred-metric 2

24.Configure an advanced policy-based routing (APBR) profile that matches all eight applications in scope
and redirects the traffic to the respective routing instance for that application. The profile is divided
into rules. Each rule covers one application and one routing instance.

In this step, the rule office365_rule matches all traffic for application
junos:OFFICE365-CREATE-CONVERSATION” and redirects traffic to routing instance
office365_RInstance.

set security advance-policy-based-routing tunables max-route-change 0
set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule office365_rulematch dynamic-application
junos:OFFICE365-CREATE-CONVERSATION

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule office365_rule then routing-instance
office365_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule skype_rule match dynamic-application
junos: SKYPE

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule skype_rule then routing-instance
skype_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule salesforce_rulematch dynamic-application
junos:SALESFORCE

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule salesforce_rule then routing-instance
salesforce_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule dropbox_rulematch dynamic-application
junos: DROPBOX

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule dropbox_rule then routing-instance
dropbox_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule slack_rule match dynamic-application
junos:SLACK
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set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule slack_rule then routing-instance
slack_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule zoom_rule match dynamic-application
junos:ZOOM

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule zoom_rule then routing-instance
zoom_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule gotomeeting_rule match
dynamic-application junos: GOTOMEETING

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule gotomeeting_rule then routing-instance
gotomeeting_RInstance

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule youtube_rulematch dynamic-application
junos:YOUTUBE

set security advance-policy-based-routing profile apbr_profile rule youtube_rule then routing-instance
youtube_RInstance set

In this step, we are not allowing mid-session path changes for the ongoing sessions to avoid any impact
on the application continuity. This is achieved by setting the max-route-change parameter to 0.

25.Configure a protocol-independent group of routing tables. The group imports the routing tables of the
dedicated instances to the main routing table.

set routing-options interface-routes rib-group inet apbr_group
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib office365_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib skype_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib salesforce_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib dropbox_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib slack_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib zoom_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib gotomeeting_RInstance.inet.0
set routing-options rib-groups apbr_group import-rib youtube_RInstance.inet.0

26.Add the newly created profile apbr_profile to the security zone trust. This configuration applies the
profile to traffic in the trust zone.

set security zones security-zone trust advance-policy-based-routing-profile apbr_profile

27.Commit the configuration.

commit
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Validation

IN THIS SECTION

Verify Detection of Mini-PIM Modules by Junos OS | 28

Verify the Firmware Version of the Mini-PIM | 28

Verify APBR Rule Effectiveness | 29

To confirm that the configuration is working properly, perform the following tasks:

Verify Detection of Mini-PIM Modules by Junos OS

Purpose
Verify that the Junos OS is detecting Mini-PIM modules.

Action
From operational mode:

user@host> show chassis hardware

Hardware inventory:

Item             Version  Part number  Serial number     Description

Chassis                                CX0916AF0004      SRX320-POE

Routing Engine   REV 0x05 650-065041   CX0916AF0004      RE-SRX320-POE

FPC 0                                                    FPC

  PIC 0                                                  6xGE,2xGE SFP Base PIC

FPC 1            REV 02   650-073958   AH06074206        FPC

  PIC 0                                                  LTE for AE

Power Supply 0

Meaning
The device displays the Mini-PIM module LTE for AE in the output.

Verify the Firmware Version of the Mini-PIM

Purpose
Check the firmware version of the Mini-PIM.
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Action
From operational mode:

user@host> show system firmware

Part             Type              Tag Current       Available             Status

                                       version       version

FPC 1

PIC 0            MLTE_FW           1   17.1.80         0                     OK

Routing Engine 0 RE BIOS           0   3.0             3.6                   OK

Routing Engine 0 RE BIOS Backup    1   3.0             3.6                   OK

Meaning
The output shows the firmware version of the Mini-PIM as 17.1.80. Update the firmware if required. See
Firmware Upgrade on the LTE Mini-Physical Interface Module.

Verify APBR Rule Effectiveness

Purpose
Verify the traffic handling details after applying the APBR rule.

Action
From operational mode:

user@host> show security advance-policy-based-routing statistics

Advance Profile Based Routing statistics:

  Sessions Processed                        5611

  App rule hit on cache hit                 1

  App rule hit on HTTP Proxy/ALG            0

  Midstream disabled rule hit on cache hit  0

  URL cat rule hit on cache hit             0

  DSCP rule hit on first packet             0

  App and DSCP hit on first packet          0

  App rule hit midstream                    0

  Midstream disabled rule hit midstream     0

  URL cat rule hit midstream                0

  App and DSCP rule hit midstream           0

  DSCP rule hit midstream                   0

  Route changed on cache hits               1

  Route changed on HTTP Proxy/ALG           0
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  Route changed midstream                   0

  Zone mismatch                             0

  Drop on zone mismatch                     0

  Next hop not found                        0

  Application services bypass               0

Meaning
The output displays details about the sessions processed for the application-based routing rule, the number
of times the application traffic matches the APBR profile (rule hit) and number of time APBR is applied for
the session (Route change).
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